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All indications à SM-like Higgs boson @ 15%,  
“elementary” at a scale Λ < O(1 TeV)

Four production channels observed;
Five decay channels observed; 
Fermionic & bosonic couplings verified:

H mass and couplings in CMS and ATLAS              Moriond Electroweak 2018                    David Sperka (Florida) 24

Couplings: Resolved Loops CMS-PAS-HIG-17-031

àSM self-consistent to exponentially high scales!

S. Rosati; A. Gilbert; 
S. Gadatsch; P. Milenovic

Signal strengths
§  All most sensitive decay modes combined for both ATLAS and CMS
§  Global signal strengths (µ=σ/σSM):

•  ATLAS: 

•  CMS:
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strength µ
f
i for the combined production and decay:

µ
f
i =

siB f

(si)SM(B f )SM
= µiµ

f . (3)

This parametrization makes use of the narrow width approximation, and the reliability of this
approximation was studied in Ref. [109] and found to be adequate for global fits.

In this section, results are presented for several signal strength parametrizations starting with a
single global signal strength µ, which is the most restrictive in terms of the number of assump-
tions. Further parametrizations are defined by relaxing the constraint that all production and
decay rates scale with a common signal strength modifier.

The combined measurement of the common signal strength modifier at mH = 125.09 GeV is,

µ = 1.17 ± 0.10

= 1.17 ± 0.06 (stat) +0.06
�0.05 (sig theo) ± 0.06 (other syst),

(4)

where the total uncertainty has been decomposed into statistical, signal theoretical systematic,
and other systematic components. The largest single source of uncertainty apart from the sig-
nal theoretical systematic uncertainties is the integrated luminosity (Dµ/µ = 2.5%), which is
correlated between all of the input analyses. In this measurement and others, however, the
other systematic uncertainty component is mostly dominated by uncertainties that only affect
a single input analysis.

Relaxing the assumption of a common production mode scaling, but still assuming the rela-
tive SM branching fractions, leads to a parametrization with five production signal strength
modifiers: µggH, µVBF, µWH, µZH, and µttH. In this parametrization, as well as all subsequent
parametrizations involving signal strengths or cross sections, the tH production is assumed to
scale like ttH. Conversely, relaxing the common decay mode scaling, but assuming the rela-
tive SM production cross sections, leads to one with the modifiers: µgg, µZZ, µWW, µtt, µµµ,
and µbb. Results of the fits in these two parametrizations are summarized in Fig. 5. The nu-
merical values, including the decomposition of the uncertainties into statistical and systematic
components, and the corresponding expected uncertainties, are given in Table 2.

The improvement in the precision of the measurement of the ggH production rate of ⇠50%
(from ⇠20% to ⇠10%) compared to Ref. [54] and ⇠33% (from ⇠15% to ⇠10%) compared to
Ref. [55], can be attributed to the combined effects of an increased ggH production cross section,
and a reduction in the associated theoretical uncertainties. The improvements in the precision
are up to ⇠20% for the VBF and VH production rates compared to Ref. [54] . The uncertainty in
the measurement of the ttH production rate is reduced by around 50% compared to Ref. [55].
This is in part due to the increase in the ttH cross section between 8 and 13 TeV, but also due to
the inclusion of additional exclusive event categories for this production process.

The most generic signal strength parametrization has one signal strength parameter for each
production and decay mode combination, µ

f
i . Given the five production and six decay modes

listed above, this implies a model with 30 parameters of interest. However not all can be ex-
perimentally constrained in this combination. There is no dedicated analysis from CMS atp

s = 13 TeV targeting WH and ZH production with H ! tt decay, or VBF production with
H ! bb decay, therefore these signal strength modifiers are fixed to the SM expectation and are
not included in the maximum likelihood fit. Likewise, the WH, ZH, and ttH production rates
with H ! µµ decay are fixed to the SM expectation. In the case of WH, ZH, and ttH production

For the systematic uncertainties reported in the detailed breakdowns of Tables 3 and 5, a simpler procedure
is used: in each case the corresponding nuisance parameters are fixed to their best fit values, while other
nuisance parameters are left free, and the resulting uncertainty is subtracted in quadrature from the total
uncertainty.

The compatibility with the Standard Model is quantified using the test statistic �SM = �2 log⇤(↵ =
↵SM), where ↵SM are the Standard Model values of the parameters of interest. A p-value2 pSM for the
compatibility is computed in the asymptotic approximation as pSM = 1 � F�2

n
(�SM), with n equal to the

number of free parameters of interest.

Expected results in the SM hypothesis are obtained using the Asimov dataset technique [70].

5 Combined measurements

5.1 Global signal strength

The global signal strength µ is determined following the procedures used for the measurements performed
at

p
s = 7 and 8 TeV [3]. The signal yields are expressed in terms of a single parameter defined as the

ratio
µ =

(� ⇥ B)i f
(� ⇥ B)SM

i f

, (3)

of the observed yields to their SM expectations, for all production processes i and decay final states f .
It corresponds to a global scaling of the expected Higgs boson yield in all categories by a single value.
Its definition is dependent on the SM predictions for each production mode cross-section �i and decay
branching ratio Bf , and the uncertainties on these predictions are included as nuisance parameters as
described in Section 4.

It is measured to be

µ = 1.13+0.09
�0.08 = 1.13 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.05 (exp.) +0.05

�0.04 (sig. th.) ± 0.03 (bkg. th.)

where the total uncertainty is decomposed into components for statistical uncertainties, experimental
systematic uncertainties, and theory uncertainties on signal and background modelling, following the
procedure outlined in Section 4. The signal theory component includes uncertainties due to missing
higher-order perturbative QCD and electroweak corrections in the MC simulation, the choice of the PDF
sets, the matching between the hard-scattering process and the underlying event, the parton shower and
hadronization models, and branching ratio uncertainties. The measurement is consistent with the SM
prediction with a p-value of pSM = 13%. The value of �2 log⇤(µ) as a function of µ is shown in Figure 1,
for the full likelihood and the versions with some nuisance parameters fixed to their best-fit values to
obtain the components of the uncertainty as described in Section 4.

Table 3 shows a summary of the leading uncertainties in the combined measurement of the global signal
strength, with uncertainties computed as described in Section 4. The dominant uncertainties arise from the
theory modelling of the signal and background processes in simulation. Further important uncertainties
relate to the luminosity measurement; the selection e�ciencies, energy scale and energy resolution of

2 The p-value is defined as the probability to obtain a value of the test statistic that is at least as high as the observed value,
under the hypothesis that is being tested.
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Signal strengths per production mode, assuming SM decay BR:

CM
S-PAS-HIG

-17-031 /arXiv:1809.10733	

ATLAS-CO
NF-2018-031

Cross sections by production mode: �� channel
Global signal strength:
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μ = 1.17±0.10

Where is the next scale?

Higgs Updated



it should also share the blames/complaints as well …

While the Higgs field got the whole credits for the 
mass generation of all elementary particles, 



The Higgs mechanism ≠ a Higgs boson !
From theoretical point of view, 3 Nambu-Goldstone 
bosons were all we need for EWSB!
A non-linear realization of the gauge symmetry:

U = exp{i!i⌧ i/v}, DµU = @µU + igW i
µ
⌧ i

2
U � ig0UBµ

⌧3

2
L =

v2

2
[DµU†DµU ]! v2

4
(
X

i

g2W 2
i + g02B2)

The theory is valid to a unitarity bound ~ 2 TeV
The existence of a light, weakly coupled Higgs 
boson carries important message for our   
understanding & theoretical formulation 
• Non-linear !-model: no more at O(TeV) ; 
• “UV completion” a suggestive guidance. 

A Reminder :

J. Rosiek

E. Jenkins



(a). All about  ~ µ2 |ϕ|2
the only “relevant operator” not protected by any symmetry.

--- Ken Wilson, 1970
Consequently, quantum corrections 

are additive quadratically: 

c2⇤
2 ⇠ m2

w : g2v2, �m2
w ⇠ m2

w ln(⇤/mw)

c3⇤ ⇠ mf : yfv, �mf ⇠ mf ln(⇤/mw)

They are (technically) natural.

Other mass terms:
• Dark Matter wanted!
• Neutrino masses:

Dirac? Majorana? 
• Any other states?

new gauge bosons,   
vector-like fermions,
lepto-quarks,
more Higgs scalars
SM partners, KK states?

(gauge symm)
(chiral symm)

But vastly hierarchical...

From observations: “Relevant operators (2)”

G. ‘t Hooft, 1997.

As opposed to “(technically) natural”:

More Questions



Question 1
Is there a symmetry, new principle to protect mh?

(SUSY? Extra-dim? Landscape? …)

Or,
Is there an underlying dynamical mechanism, 
BCS-like, responsible for the Higgs mechanism?
(composite Higgs? a form-factor at a scale ! ?)

Need partners:
And siblings: 

t̃, b̃, H̃
±,0; T

0
,

H
0
i , A

0
j , H

±
, H

±±
, . . . .

à Go for higher energy probes!

S. Iso; Y. Nomura

K. Yagyu; F. Sannino



ksH
†H S�S,

k�

�
H†H �̄�.

Missing energy at LHC Direct detection Indirect detection

: the only bi-linear SM gauge singlet, unprotected!
Bad: May lead to hierarchy problem w.r.t. high-scale physics; 
Good: May readily serve as a portal to the dark sector ?

H
†
H

7

Question 2

S. Matsumoto;
A. Gonzalez



(b). All about λ|ϕ|4

Question 3
Is it “induced” by more fundamental interactions?

In the SM: a weakly coupled new force: λ ≈ 0.13

Like in SUSY (tree-level): λ = (gL
2 + gY

2)/8 ≈ 0.3/4

m2
H
⇠ f2

(4⇡)2
⇠ m2

t
M2

T

f2
.

mH : Too heavy to be light; too light to be heavy!

Or like in strong dynamics:

mH
2 ≈ MZ

2 cos22β + Δm2
SUSY

Tree-level <(80 GeV)2 +  loop-level: >(45 GeV)2

Agashe, Contino, Pomeral, 2005;  
Csaki, Hubitz, 2012



These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|

2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives V (H) = 1

2m
2
H

H2 +
1
6µH3 + · · · , with m2

H
= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2

H
/v). Consider the example

with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for the sake of simplicity to
illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential
can be neglected. The potential is now minimized for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we
find m2

H
= �v2, µ = 7m2

H
/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1) deviation in the

cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the case with the non-analytic
(h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible — we don’t
even know whether the dynamics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated
by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as there may be a number of light
scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. Is the elec-
troweak transition a cross-over, or might it have been strongly first-order
instead? And how do we attack this question experimentally? This question
is another obvious next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood

17
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All we know:

λ(h+h)2 term could be made “-”:
leading to EW phase transition strong 1st order!

à O(1) deviation on λhhh

With new physics near the EW scale:

2. The Electroweak Phase Transition

2.1. General Remarks

For decades, particle physics has been driven by the question of what
breaks the electroweak symmetry. With the discovery of the Higgs, we have
discovered the broad outlines of the answer to this question: the symmetry
breaking is associated with at least one weakly coupled scalar field. However,
this gives us only a rough picture of the physics, leaving a number of zeroth
order questions wide open that must be addressed experimentally, but can-
not be definitively settled at the LHC. These questions include what is the
shape of the symmetry breaking potential, and how is electroweak symmetry
restored at high scales.

The SM picture for electroweak symmetry breaking follows the Landau-
Ginzburg parametrization of second-order phase transitions,

V (h) = m2
h
h†h +

1

2
�(h†h)2, (5)

with m2
h

< 0 and � > 0. This is the simplest picture theoretically, and the
one we would expect on the grounds of e↵ective field theory, in which we
include the leading relevant and marginal operators to describe low energy
physics. On the other hand, as we will review in more detail in our discussion
of naturalness, this picture is far from innocuous or “obviously correct” —
for instance it is precisely this starting point that leads to the all vexing
mysteries of the hierarchy problem!

The central scientific program directly continuing from the discovery of
the Higgs must thus explore whether this simplest parametrization of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking is actually the one realized in Nature. And while
we have discovered the Higgs, we are very far from having confirmed this pic-
ture experimentally. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the LHC will only probe the
small, quadratic oscillations around the symmetry breaking vacuum, without
giving us any idea of the global structure of the potential. For example, the
potential could trigger symmetry breaking by balancing a negative quartic
against a positive sextic [14, 15, 16], i.e.

V (h) ! m2
h
(h†h) +

1

2
�(h†h)2 +

1

3!⇤2
(h†h)3, (6)

with � < 0. The potential might not even be well-approximated by a poly-
nomial function, and may instead be fundamentally non-analytic, as in the

17

early Coleman-Weinberg proposal for symmetry breaking [17]:

V (h) !
1

2
�(h†h)2log


(h†h)

m2

�
. (7)

These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h
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See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|

2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives

V (H) =
1

2
m2

H
H2+

1

6
µH3+· · · , with m2

H
= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2

H
/v). (8)

Consider the example with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for
the sake of simplicity to illustrate the point, let us take the limit where the
m2

h
term in the potential can be neglected. The potential is now minimized

for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find

m2
H

= �v2, µ = 7m2
H

/v = (7/3)µSM , (9)

giving an O(1) deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the
case with the non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling
is µ = (5/3)µSM .
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àλhhh= (7/3)λhhh
SM

àλhhh= (5/3)λhhh
SM

(c). What about ! |ϕ|6/"2 …
Question 4

Nature of EW phase transition: 2nd order cross over?



A single order parameter v, very large mass hierarchy?

• Underlying mechanism 
for Yukawa couplings ?

• Neutrino mass ?

• New CP-violation 
sources ?

Many more Questions
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Many more Questions
• WIMP dark matter connection?
• Neutrino mass connection?
• EW baryogenesis?
• Vacuum stability?
• Inflation?
• Relationship with dark energy?
• … … 

Higgs

We need answers,
Higgs couplings are in a pivotal 

position for the answers !

S. Matsumoto;
A. Das; 

F. Bezrukov; 
M. Kurachi; 



• Search will continue for the Higgs relatives:

also its siblings:
t̃, b̃, H̃

±,0; T
0
,

H
0
i , A

0
j , H

±
, H

±±
, . . . .

12

• Search will continue for Higgs boson rare/exotic decays.

• Precision measurements of Higgs couplings can be fruitful!

Higgs couplings gi by a particle at M:
≈ 6% for M ≈ 1 TeV�i ⇥

gi

gSM
� 1 ⇤ O(v2/M2)

Higgs coupling deviations in a few models:
Δ:              VVH       bbH,ττH ggH,γγH HHH

Composite (3-9)%       (1 TeV/f )2 100%
SUSY H0, A0                 6% (500 GeV/MA)2

Little Higgs T’                                         -10% (1 TeV/MT)2

Target for the minimal precisions! 

Under the Higgs Lamp-post

J. Steggemann; R. Santos; M. Neubauer; 
P. Slavich; S. Heinemeyer

I. Low; F. Simon

Y. Iiyama

K. Yagyu
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• Sensitive to new physics: Q2 versus v2

• “Naturalness” is a UV problem.
• “Higgs portal” to a subtle sector.

h
t

t̄

h⇤

PITT-PACC-1711

O↵-shell Higgs Probe to Naturalness

Dorival Gonçalves,1 Tao Han,1 and Satyanarayan Mukhopadhyay1

1PITT PACC, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Pittsburgh, 3941 O’Hara St., Pittsburgh, PA 15260, USA

Examining the Higgs sector at high energy scales through o↵-shell Higgs production can potentially
shed light on the naturalness problem of the Higgs mass. We propose such a study at the LHC by
utilizing a representative model with a new scalar field (S) coupled to the Standard Model Higgs
doublet (H) in a form |S|2|H|2. In the process pp ! h

⇤ ! ZZ, the dominant momentum-dependent
part of the one-loop scalar singlet corrections, especially above the new threshold at 2mS , leads to
a measurable deviation in the di↵erential distribution of the Z-pair invariant mass, in accordance
with the quadratic divergence cancellation to the Higgs mass. We find that it is conceivable to
probe such new physics at the 5� level at the high-luminosity LHC, improving further with the
upgraded 27 TeV LHC, without requiring the precise measurement of the Higgs boson total width.
The discovery of such a Higgs portal could also have important implications for thermal dark matter
as well as for electroweak baryogenesis.

I. Introduction
O↵-shell production of the Higgs boson has substantial
event rate at the LHC [1, 2]. This provides us with an
opportunity to study the Higgs boson properties, and the
Higgs sector in general, at higher energy scales [3]. Such a
direct probe of Higgs physics at high energies could hold
important clues to possible solutions of the naturalness
problem of the electroweak scale – arguably one of the
most outstanding problems that has driven the search
for new physics at the TeV scale.

In the absence of new physics signals from extensive
searches, especially from the LHC experiments, it is
conceivable that the solutions to the naturalness puzzle
might have taken a more subtle incarnation, not cap-
tured by the usual signatures based on Supersymmetry
[4] or strong dynamics of Composite Higgs [5]. In this
Letter, we adopt a simple illustrative example of such
a scenario in which the new physics responsible for par-
tially addressing the little hierarchy problem emerges in
the study of Higgs properties at higher energies. We uti-
lize a well-motivated scenario of a new scalar field (S)
coupled to the Standard Model (SM) Higgs doublet (H)
through a renormalizable interaction |S|

2
|H|

2 [6]. For
appropriate values of the portal sector coupling, such an
interaction term can cancel the quadratic divergence to
the Higgs mass from top quarks at one-loop, thus alle-
viating the “little-hierarchy” problem [7]. Though the
o↵-shell Higgs probe to such couplings applies for all as-
signments of the gauge or global quantum numbers of the
scalar field, it constitutes a model-independent probe to a
maximally hidden portal sector, in which the scalars are
SM gauge singlets, do not mix with the Higgs boson af-
ter electroweak symmetry breaking, are stable, and have
masses above the threshold for on-shell Higgs decays.
Such a singlet Higgs portal can also be responsible for
generating a thermal dark matter relic, and can drive a
strongly first-order phase transition to realize electroweak
baryogenesis [6, 8, 9].

With this simple scenario in view, we point out for the
first time that the presence of such a scalar field leads
to measurable deviations in the di↵erential rates for o↵-

shell Higgs production, especially at energy scales above
the 2mS threshold, the amount of deviation from the SM
prediction being in accordance with the quadratic diver-
gence cancellation to the Higgs mass. Such deviations
arise from the dominant momentum-dependent part of
the Higgs self-energy corrections. By studying the gauge-
invariant subset of one-loop electroweak corrections from
the singlet sector to the process pp ! h

⇤
! ZZ, we shall

demonstrate that it is possible to probe interesting re-
gions of parameter space relevant to the solution of the
naturalness problem at the LHC. Thus, the high precision
achievable in determining the rate and di↵erential distri-
butions for o↵-shell Higgs production in the four lepton
channel at the high-luminosity phase of the LHC presents
us with an excellent opportunity in this regard [10].
It was pointed out in [11, 12] that any new scalars with

an e↵ective coupling of the form |S|
2
|H|

2 can be probed
through the precision measurement of the total rate for
Zh production at future lepton colliders, utilizing the
universal shift in on-shell Higgs rates from wave-function
renormalization. We note that the on- and o↵-shell pro-
duction rates for the Higgs signal at the LHC scale as

�on /
g
2
i (m

2
h)g

2
f (m

2
h)

mh�h
and �o↵ /

g
2
i (Q

2)g2f (Q
2)

Q2
, (1)

respectively, where g2i (Q
2) and g

2
f (Q

2) represent the cou-
plings at the production and decay vertices evaluated at
the scale Q2, and �h is the Higgs boson total width [1, 2].
Hence, the model-independent interpretation of an on-
shell Higgs measurement in terms of particular coupling
shifts requires the precise determination of the Higgs bo-
son width as well, for which a future e

+
e
� Higgs fac-

tory is essential. On the other hand, not only is the
o↵-shell probe of the momentum-dependent part of one-
loop scalar singlet corrections a distinct e↵ect, unlike the
interpretation of on-shell rate measurements, the inter-
pretation of o↵-shell Higgs measurements at the LHC
would not require knowledge of the Higgs boson width.
To proceed, we introduce an e↵ective Lagrangian for

the above scenario in which the singlet sector does not

• Testing Higgs properties at high scales
(running coupling effects)

Also at high pT

At far off-shell

Event rate for ggàtth comparable to gg à h 
at high pT at high energy colliders

D. Gonzalves, TH, S. Mukhopadhyay, PRL & arXiv:1803.09751.

M. Mangano, CERN talk, 2018
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• HL-LHC / HE-LHC lead the way:
3 ab-1 @ 14 TeV; 15 ab-1 @ 27 TeV
LHeC
e(60 GeV) + p(7 TeV)@1 ab-1;  e(60 GeV) + p(14 TeV)@2 ab-1

• ILC e+e-

250 (500) GeV @ 2 (4) ab-1, 80% / 30% polarization
• FCC(ee) / CEPC

250 / 240 GeV @ 5 / 20 ab-1; 350 GeV @ 1 ab-1

• CLIC
380 GeV@0.5 ab-1, 80% / 0% pol; 1.5 TeV@1.5 ab-1; 3 TeV@3 ab-1

• FCC(hh)/SppC
100 TeV @ 30 ab-1

FCC(eh) e(60 GeV) + p(50 TeV) @ 2 ab-1 

• Muon Collider
mh @ 1 fb-1 ;  20 TeV @ 5 ab-1   

Potentially rich program ahead:
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HL-LHC leads the way

Highlights from HIG Future workshop CMG meeting, 16th February, 2018

Sensitivity estimated using combined HIG measurements @13 TeV:
• Consider signal strengths per-production and per-decay mode

Higgs boson couplings measurements

 25

achievable uncertainties 4-10% @3000fb-1

15

HL/HE-LHC WS , April 2018 Jezequel S. (LAPP) 11

2. Higgs cross-sectons and couplings

Signal strength precision m=s/s
SM

:

from few % level to 10-20 %   

SM coupling precision  k :
few % level  

ATL-PUB-PHYS-2014-016

+

Run-1/Run-2 publications

YR18 : Rerun extrapolation from Run-2 results

● m, k, k ratios (not syst limited)

● Expect significant gain

Previous extrapolations dominated by systematics

TH/ Exp syst. scenarios to be revisited

● Example : ggF NNLO → N3LO 

(G. Salam talk in ECFA 16)

– Unc. QCD scale : (+7.4,-7.9)→ 3.9 %

– Unc. PDF + a
s 
: (+7.1,-6.0)→3.2 %

Current public results based Run-1 extrapolation + few early Run-2 studies + 

specific studies based on full simulation

Run1

Run2
36 fb-1

S. Braibant, D. Goncalves, C. Krause

HL-LHC leads the way

H0! cc @ LHCb: future

Prospects for upgrade phase 2
VH cross-section in LHCb acceptance increases by a factor of ⇠ 7
from 8 TeV to 14 TeV

After 300 fb�1, expect to set limit on Yukawa coupling of ⇠ 7yc
SM

With improvements to detector performance and b � c separation,
and looser tagging requirements, this could be brought to ⇠ 2yc

SM

If VBF production can also be utilised, this could yield similar
statistics

Dan Craik (MIT) Charm tagging & Higgs 06/04/2018 13 / 14

Unique LHCb contributions:

Higgs couplings — ATLAS (Status 2014)

33

µ/µ∆
0 0.2 0.4

(comb.)

(VBF-like)

(comb.)

(incl.)

(comb.)

(comb.)

(comb.)

ATLAS Simulation Preliminary
 = 14 TeV:s -1Ldt=300 fb∫ ; -1Ldt=3000 fb∫

γγ→H

 ZZ→H

 WW→H

γ Z→H

b b→H

ττ→H

µµ→H

γγ→H

 ZZ→H

 WW→H

γ Z→H

b b→H

ττ→H

µµ→H

Hatched areas indicate 
impact of theoretical 
uncertainties on expected 
cross-sections

Theory uncertainty limiting 
in several cases

Some uncertainties cancel 
in ratios

Run-1 
(ATLAS & CMS, 
‘expected’ uncertainties)

2.4

~0.33

!"# =
%"
%"&'

(") =
!"
!)

ATLAS / CMS 36 fb –1 13 TeV

CMS 36 fb–1 13 TeV

Higgs signal strengths (left) and ratios of coupling modifiers (right), compared to current precision (orange)
Conservative extrapolation: does not include improved detector design, large theoretical uncertainties, simplified analyses 

4–5% for main channels, 10~20% on rare modes

O(%) precision

ATL-Phys-Pub-2014-016.

Inv.

~3%

(95%CL)

Unique LHCb contribution: h à cc

Reach
~ 3% level

Reach
~ 5% level

P. Milenovic
A. Gilbert; 

S. Gadatsch
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T. Plehn et al., hep-ph/0107180; TH, B. McElrath, hep-ph/0201023
Lydia I.-Fayard (ATLAS, 2017)

HL: Good for rare decays:
e.g. Higgs coupling to the second family:
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Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams of h → f f̄ and its EW radiative corrections

up to O(y2fα).

light fermion pair are usually very difficult to observe because of the suppression by the

small Yukawa couplings. For instance, the branching fraction of h → e+e− is O(10−8),

and thus hopeless to detect this decay channel at colliders. In this paper, we study other

rare decay channels: the Higgs radiative decay to a fermion pair h → f f̄γ. Firstly, this

decay channel receives contribution that is proportional to the Higgs-fermion interaction

strength, which may provide a complementary way to measure certain Yukawa couplings.

Secondly, as it also receives contributions from electroweak (EW) one-loop diagrams [7],

this channel is not necessarily governed by the Yukawa coupling for light fermions, leading

to violation of the Yukawa scaling. Due to this enhancement, the Higgs transitions to

light fermions may be observable via the radiative decays despite the smallness of fermion

masses. The searches for those Higgs decays are not only to test the consistency of the SM,

but also to seek for potential new physics in either the Yukawa or the electroweak sector

[8–11]. In the due course, we argue that the quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections

and their effects on the fermion running mass should be taken into account as far as the

precision Higgs physics is concerned.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the full one-loop electroweak

corrections to the decay h → f f̄ in Sec. 2 and show the kinematical features by some

differential distributions. We then discuss the observability of the leptonic channels at the

LHC in Sec. 3. We finally study the difficult channel h → cc̄γ in Sec. 4. We summarize

our results in Sec. 5.

– 2 –
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Figure 2: Representative Feynman diagrams of h → f f̄γ with electroweak one-loop.

We will call them collectively the “EW+γ” contributions, distinctive from the chirality-

flipping Yukawa corrections in Sec. 2.1. The interference between the QED radiation in

Fig. 1d and the EW+γ processes in Fig. 2 is suppressed by mf/MW , as they have different

chiral structures for the final state fermions. The EW+γ loops are UV-finite so that there is

no need for renormalization, as pointed out in Ref. [22]. In the massless limit mf → 0, the

diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b diverge as the invariant mass of the fermion pair approaches

the photon pole Mff̄ → 0. Therefore, a finite fermion mass needs to be kept so that

M2
ff̄

> 4m2
f , to regularize the divergent behavior.

We perform the calculation in the Feynman gauge. As a cross check, the analytic

results have been calculated and given in [7], where a non-linear Rξ gauge was used. All

the diagrams are generated by FeynArts [23], and FeynCalc [24] is used to simplify the

amplitudes further. The numerical evaluation of all Passarino-Veltman loop integrals [25]

are performed by LoopTools [26]. And we use Vegas [27] as the phase space integrator.

2.3 Partial decay widths

The Yukawa corrections as in Figs. 1b−1g are of the order y2fα, governed by the Yukawa

couplings, while the EW+γ loops in Figs. 2a, 2f−2h, are of the order y2tα
3, and the order

of α4 for Figs. 2b−2e. We present our results for these two decay mechanisms in Table

2. The first column shows the NLO EW corrections to the Yukawa interactions as given

in Eq. (2.5). The inclusive corrections are small and negative. The second column gives

the one-loop EW+γ contributions at the order of y2tα
3 and the order of α4, including their

interference. The dominant EW+γ contributions are from diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b,

featured by γ∗, Z → f f̄ . The rest of the diagrams is sub-leading and contributing about

a few percent. As seen, those contributions from EW+γ loops are essentially independent

of the light fermion masses and thus independent of the Yukawa couplings. The moderate

dependence on the mass is due to the kinematical enhancement from the photon splitting

near Mff̄ ∼ 2mf . In comparison with these two decay mechanisms of the Yukawa cor-
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h ! µ+µ��, e+e��.
h ! ⌧+⌧��.

5-7σ @ HL-LHC:

h ! c c̄ �.
Potentially important:

TH & Xing Wang,  arXiv:1704.00790



ILC: Ecm = 250 GeV@2 ab-1,  500 GeV@4 ab-1

• Model-independent measurement: 
ΓH ~ 6%,    ΔmH ~ 30 MeV,  !" ~ 27% 

• CEPC/FCC-ee: 106 Higgs: ΓH ~ 1%, ΔmH ~ 5 MeV.

Higgs-Factory: Mega (106) Higgs Physics
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Figure 7. The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
in unpolarized e+e− collisions, as predicted by the HZHA program [39]. The thick red curve shows
the cross section expected from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ, and the thin red curve
shows the fraction corresponding to the Z → νν̄ decays. The blue and pink curves stand for the
WW and ZZ fusion processes (hence leading to the Hνeν̄e and He+e− final states), including their
interference with the Higgs-strahlung process. The green curve displays the total production cross
section. The dashed vertical lines indicate the centre-of-mass energies at which TLEP is expected
to run for five years each,

√
s = 240GeV and

√
s ∼ 2mtop.

rapidly decreasing with the new physics scale Λ, typically like 1/Λ2. For Λ = 1TeV,

departures up to 5% are expected [7, 8]. To discover new physics through its effects on the

Higgs boson couplings with a significance of 5σ, it is therefore necessary to measure these

couplings to fermions and gauge bosons with a precision of at least 1%, and at the per-mil

level to reach sensitivity to Λ larger than 1TeV, as suggested at by the negative results of

the searches at the LHC.

The number of Higgs bosons expected to be produced, hence the integrated luminosity

delivered by the collider, are therefore key elements in the choice of the right Higgs factory

for the future of high-energy physics: a per-mil accuracy cannot be reached with less

than a million Higgs bosons. The Higgs production cross section (obtained with the HZHA

generator [39]), through the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ and the WW or ZZ fusion

processes, is displayed in figure 7. A possible operational centre-of-mass energy is around

255GeV, where the total production cross section is maximal and amounts to 210 fb.

The luminosity profile of TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (figure 3)

leads to choose a slightly smaller value, around 240GeV, where the total number of Higgs

bosons produced is maximal, as displayed in figure 8. The number of WW fusion events

has a broad maximum for centre-of-mass energies between 280 and 360GeV. It is therefore

convenient to couple the analysis of the WW fusion with the scan of the tt̄ threshold, at√
s around 350GeV, where the background from the Higgs-strahlung process is smallest

and most separated from the WW fusion signal.

– 14 –

TLEP Report: 1308.6176; CEPC CDR 2018

ILC Report: 1308.6176

~ 200 fb

F. Simon
K. Fujii
J. Tian
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Polarization improvement
no pol. 80%/0% 80%/30%

g(hbb) 1.33 1.13 1.09
g(hcc) 2.09 1.97 1.88
g(hgg) 1.90 1.77 1.68
g(hWW ) 0.978 0.683 0.672
g(hττ) 1.45 1.27 1.22
g(hZZ) 0.971 0.693 0.682
g(hγγ) 1.38 1.23 1.22
g(hµµ) 5.67 5.64 5.59
g(hγZ) 14.0 6.71 6.63
g(hbb)/g(hWW ) 0.911 0.909 0.861
g(hττ)/g(hWW ) 1.08 1.08 1.02
g(hWW )/g(hZZ) 0.070 0.067 0.067
Γh 2.93 2.60 2.49
BR(h → inv) 0.365 0.327 0.315
BR(h → other) 1.68 1.67 1.58

Table 1: Projected relative errors for Higgs boson couplings and other Higgs observ-
ables at 250 GeV, in %, comparing three cases of beam polarization: 2 ab−1 with Pe−=
Pe+= 0%, as well as the Pe+=0 and Pe+=30% scenarios defined in the Introduction.

However it should be noted that these results were obtained by scaling only the
statistical uncertainties and assuming that all the systematic uncertainties stay the
same, independently of the polarization. In particular it was assumed that the uncer-
tainties on the measured cross sections (×BR) due to finite knowledge of the lumi-
nosity and the polarization are 0.1% each, whereas for H → bb-channels an additional
uncertainty of 0.1% on the b-tagging efficiency has been considered. No uncertainties
on e.g. the residual background contributions etc. were taken into account. While it
is clearly better than not including any systematic uncertainties at all, this scheme
does not reflect the increase in systematic uncertainties expected for the Pe+=0 case:

• luminosity uncertainty: As we discussed for the example of SM cross section
and asymmetry measurements in Section 4.1, the precision with which a global
scaling uncertainty can be pinned down by treating it as a nuisance parameter
in a global fit of many observables can depend quite significantly on the presence
or absence of positron polarization.

• polarization uncertainty: Likewise we showed in Section 4.1 that the pre-
cision to which the positron polarization can be determined in-situ depends
significantly on its absolute value. For Pe+=0, it will be given de facto by
the positron polarimeter measurement alone, and any bias in the polarimeter
measurement will propagate into e+e− cross section measurements.

11

arXiv:1801.02840, LCC, Fujii et al.

each step, about 
10% improvement.
But will be more 
notable for chiral 

physics!
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HE-LHC: Higgs self-coupling
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At HE-LHC: cross section increases ~3x. !" ~ 30%@2#

D. Goncalves, TH, F. Kling, T. Plehen, M. Takeuchi, arXiv:1802.04319. 

SM Higgs boson pair production at the LHC
o SM Higgs boson pair production (gluon-gluon fusion - ggF):

h

h

h
h

h

Production cross-section small
≠ two massive final state particles
≠ destructive interference

production mode Cross-section

(14 TeV)
gluon-gluon fusion ≥ 40 fb

vector boson fusion ≥ 2 fb
Higgs-strahlung ≥ 1 fb

tt̄hh ≥ 1 fb

4/22

Higgs boson self-couplingHiggs-fermion Yukawa coupling

arXiv:1212.5581

arXiv:1610.07922

At HL-LHC: self-coupling !" ~ 50%

C. Vernieri (2018)
P. Milenovic
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Figure 2. The NNLO ZZ (black) and WW (red) invariant mass distributions in gg → V V for
µH = 125GeV.

mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2. It confirms that, above the peak, the distribution is

decreasing until the effects of the V V threshold become effective with a visible increase

followed by a plateau, by another jump at the tt̄-threshold, beyond which the signal distri-

bution decreases almost linearly (on a logarithmic scale). For gg → H → γγ the effect is

drastically reduced and confined to the region Mγγ between 157GeV and 168GeV, where

the distribution is already five orders of magnitude below the peak.

What is the net effect on the total cross-section? We show it for ZZ in Table 1 where

the contribution above the ZZ -threshold amounts to 7.6%. We have checked that the effect

does not depend on the propagator function, complex-pole propagator or Breit-Wigner

distribution. The size of the effect is related to the shape of the distribution function. The

complex-mass scheme can be translated into a more familiar language by introducing the

Bar-scheme [54]. Performing the well-known transformation

M
2
H = µ2

H + γ2H , µH ΓH = MH γH . (2.10)

– 5 –

h

Figure 1: Representative set of Feynman diagrams for gg ! ZZ production in the SM :
involving the Higgs boson (left) and the SM fermion box diagram (right).

of a finite-sized composite Higgs boson coupling with a generic form factor, and study its
implication in Higgs processes where the Higgs particle itself is still the relevant degree of
freedom.

While all Higgs couplings should be examined as a function of the energy scale, arguably,
the first targets are the couplings to heavier SM particles, namely, the top quark and the W

and Z bosons. To this end, a particularly interesting proposal is to study the off-shell Higgs
contribution to the gg ! ZZ process. The large interference between the Higgs induced
amplitude and the gluon-fusion background component results in an appreciable off-shell
Higgs rate, thus making it feasible to study the Higgs couplings to top quarks and Z bosons
at different energy scales. As we shall see in the subsequent sections, this feature can be
utilized to probe several BSM scenarios related to Higgs physics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss the off-shell Higgs
production and decay process at the LHC that constitute an optimal target to study Higgs
couplings at high energies. Following the above discussion, in Sections 3, 4 , 5 and 6, we
describe the scalar singlet, Quantum Critical Higgs (QCH), RG evolution of Higgs couplings
in an extra-dimensional setting and the form-factor description for a generic composite Higgs
boson, respectively. In each case, we also discuss the implications of the searches at the
high-luminosity phase of the 14 TeV LHC as well as the proposed 27 TeV HE-LHC upgrade.
We conclude with a summary and the possible future directions in Sec. 7.

2 Higgs Couplings at High Energies: The pp ! ZZ Process

The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have so far established a consistent picture of the
Higgs boson couplings at the EW scale Q

2
⇡ m

2
h
: to top quarks directly [15, 16] and

indirectly [17, 18], and to W
+
W

� [19, 20], ZZ [17, 18], ⌧⌧ [21, 22], and bb̄ directly [23, 24].
Experiments at the LHC will continue to probe the Higgs sector both at the Higgs mass
scale as well as at higher scales. The obvious first target to study the scale-dependence is
the top-quark Yukawa coupling: not only is it the largest Higgs coupling in the SM, thereby
playing a major role in the hierarchy problem, it is also ubiquitous from the measurement
point of view appearing in the leading Higgs production process. The next consideration
would be the couplings with W and Z bosons at higher scales. However, we expect these to
have a lesser sensitivity to new dynamics since, to a first approximation, they are governed
by the well-tested gauge couplings.

– 3 –

High scale Higgs physics (Off-shell):
gg à h* à WW, ZZ

N. Kauer, G. Passarino, arXiv:1206.4803;
F. Caola, K. Melnikov, arXiv:1307.4935;
Campbell, Ellis, Williams 1312.1628

3 thresholds: mh, 2MZ, 2mt
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hard scattering strong interaction, through parton shower evolution of the initial and final
state quarks and gluons, and through the modification of the parton distribution functions
(PDF). The PDFs are further modified by the addition of new splitting amplitudes of the
gluon, thereby altering the DGLAP evolution equations. Therefore, for a complete exper-
imental understanding of the RG evolution of different couplings in an extra-dimensional
scenario, we first need to determine the modifications in ↵S and the PDFs from multijet
production at the LHC, in particular, from the ratio of two and three jet cross-sections.
Subsequently, we can utilize the pp ! h

⇤
! ZZ production to extract the information on

running of yt.

6 Strongly Coupled Scenario: Form Factor

Although the observed properties of the 125 GeV Higgs boson are consistent with the SM
scenario of an elementary scalar Higgs doublet, given the present accuracy of the LHC mea-
surements, it remains an open possibility that the Higgs boson is composite in nature, being
a bound state of a confining strongly interacting theory with a characteristic compositeness
scale of ⇤c. At the same time, the heaviest fermion in the SM, namely the top quark could
be composite (or partially composite) as well. In this section we shall discuss some generic
expectations for such a scenario.

Assuming parity conservation, and restricting ourselves to dimension-four couplings,
generically the top-Higgs coupling will then involve a momentum-dependent form factor
which is a function of all the independent Lorentz invariant combinations of the top (pµ)
and anti-top four-momenta (p̄µ). Normalizing to the SM coupling, the off-shell top-Higgs
effective vertex is then given as

VttH(p
µ
, p̄

µ
) =

p
2mt

v
�
�
p
2
/⇤

2
c , p̄

2
/⇤

2
c , q

2
/⇤

2
c

�
, (6.1)

where the Higgs boson four-momentum is given by q
µ
= (p + p̄)

µ. In the limit ⇤c ! 1,
both the Higgs and top are point-like particles, and therefore in this limit �(0, 0, 0) = 1.

Although the general form of such a three-point function is difficult to determine in a
strongly interacting theory, one can gain an understanding of a composite scenario either
in the large-N limit (with N being the number of colors in a strongly coupled SU(N) gauge
theory), or within an weakly interacting warped five-dimensional model, which is dual to
the four-dimensional strongly interacting theory in the large-N limit. While some aspects of
such a scenario have been discussed in the literature [4], here we focus on a phenomenological
ansatz for the form factor, which can be used to parametrize the expected deviations from
the SM.

In analogy with the proton electromagnetic form-factors, we adopt the following ansatz
for the Higgs-top coupling form-factor:

�
�
q
2
/⇤

2
c

�
=

1

(1 + q2/⇤2
c )

n , (6.2)

where n = 2 corresponds to the dipole form-factor in the case of proton. As a large part of
the total off-shell Higgs rate comes from the regime in which the top quarks in the triangle
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theory), or within an weakly interacting warped five-dimensional model, which is dual to
the four-dimensional strongly interacting theory in the large-N limit. While some aspects of
such a scenario have been discussed in the literature [4], here we focus on a phenomenological
ansatz for the form factor, which can be used to parametrize the expected deviations from
the SM.

In analogy with the proton electromagnetic form-factors, we adopt the following ansatz
for the Higgs-top coupling form-factor:

�
�
q
2
/⇤

2
c

�
=

1

(1 + q2/⇤2
c )

n , (6.2)

where n = 2 corresponds to the dipole form-factor in the case of proton. As a large part of
the total off-shell Higgs rate comes from the regime in which the top quarks in the triangle
loop go on-shell, to simplify our analysis setup, we have set p

2
= p̄

2
= m

2
t in the general

form-factor in Eq. (6.1), thereby making it only a function of q2.
Since the on-shell couplings of the Higgs boson, and in particular the signal strength

in the ZZ
(⇤) final state is now well-measured to an accuracy of O(10%), and since the

measurement in this final state is driven by the gluon fusion production, the above form
factors will be further constrained in the limit q

2
= m

2
h
. In order to satsify the on-shell

Higgs constraints, we demand that

|�
�
m

2
h
/⇤

2
c

�2
� 1| < 0.15 (6.3)

at 95% C.L.
There are different regimes of the energy scale q

2 for which a form-factor can be used
to parametrize the underlying physics process. For q

2
< ⇤

2
c , the form factor can capture

both semi-perturbative physics, e.g., top-partner and top quark mixing in composite Higgs
scenarios (where ⇤c is the mass-scale of the top partners), as well as the generic effect of
a finite-sized composite Higgs boson (where ⇤c is the strong interaction scale above which
the constituents of the Higgs would enter the complete description of the physics process).
However, in analogy with elastic nucleon scattering at energies larger than O(1) GeV, even
for q

2
> ⇤

2
c , a part of the total gg ! ZZ cross-section stems from scattering processes

where the Higgs boson is still the relevant degree of freedom, and therefore the form-factor
description with an interaction of the form Eq. (6.1) holds. This would of course lead to
a suppressed contribution from the Higgs diagram, as the total cross-section for q

2
> ⇤

2
c

is dominated by the “deeply inelastic regime” instead. Since the latter scenario leads to a
rather dramatic prediction observable in the near future LHC measurements, we adopt this
for our illustration of the LHC observability.

We show the impact of the form-factor in the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling in the differ-
ential distribution of m4` for the gg ! ZZ process in Fig. 10 (left panel), for the choice of
the compositeness scale ⇤ = 1.5 TeV. The results are shown for the 27 TeV HE-LHC up-
grade, whereby we compare the SM prediction (solid black) and the prediction for different
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Current 95%CL bound 
from the LHC Higgs signal: 

t(p) t(p)

H(q = p+ p)

Γ(p2, p2, q2)

Higgs effective vertex is then given as
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where the Higgs boson four-momentum is given by q
µ
= (p+ p̄)

µ. In the limit ⇤ ! 1, both
the Higgs and the top are point-like particles, and therefore in this limit �(0, 0, 0) = 1.

Although the general form of such a three-point function is difficult to determine in a
strongly interacting theory, one can gain an understanding of a composite scenario either
in the large-N limit (with N being the number of colors in a strongly coupled SU(N) gauge
theory) [50], or within an weakly interacting warped five-dimensional model, which is dual
to the four-dimensional strongly interacting theory in the large-N limit [51]. While some
aspects of such a scenario have been discussed in the literature [5], here we focus on a
phenomenological ansatz for the form factor, which can be used to parametrize the expected
deviations from the SM.

In analogy with the nucleon electromagnetic form-factors [52, 53], we adopt the follow-
ing ansatz for the Higgs-top coupling form-factor:

�
�
q
2
/⇤

2
�
=

1

(1 + q2/⇤2 )
n , (6.2)

where n = 2 corresponds to the dipole form-factor in the case of proton. As a large part of
the total off-shell Higgs rate comes from the regime in which the top quarks in the triangle
loop go on-shell, to simplify our analysis setup, we have set p

2
= p̄

2
= m

2
t in the general

form-factor in Eq. (6.1), thereby making it only a function of q2.
Since the on-shell couplings of the Higgs boson, and in particular the signal strength

in the ZZ
(⇤) final state is now well-measured to an accuracy of O(10%), and since the

measurement in this final state is driven by the gluon fusion production, the above form
factors will be further constrained for q

2
= m

2
h
. In order to satisfy the on-shell Higgs

constraints, we demand that
|�

�
m

2
h
/⇤

2
�2

� 1| < 0.1 (6.3)

at 95% C.L.
There are different regimes of the energy scale q

2 for which a form-factor can be used
to parametrize the underlying physics process. For q

2
< ⇤

2, the form factor can capture
both semi-perturbative physics, e.g., top-partner and top quark mixing in composite Higgs
scenarios (where ⇤ is the mass-scale of the top partners) [5], as well as the generic effect of
a finite-sized composite Higgs boson (where ⇤ is the strong interaction scale above which
the constituents of the Higgs would enter the complete description of the physics process).
However, in analogy with elastic nucleon scattering at energies larger than O(1) GeV, even
for q

2
> ⇤

2, a part of the total gg ! ZZ cross-section stems from scattering processes
where the Higgs boson is still the relevant degree of freedom, and therefore the form-factor
description with an interaction of the form Eq. (6.1) holds. This would of course lead to a
suppressed contribution from the Higgs diagram, as the total cross-section for q

2
> ⇤

2 is
dominated by the “deeply inelastic regime” instead. Since such a scenario leads to a rather

– 15 –

Composite Higgs? Momentum-dependent Form Factor:

Leading to a suppressed ttH
à Enhanced ZZ signal!

Nucleon form factor:

n=2 à “Dipole FF”

HL-LHC:   !c ~0.8 TeV @ 2"
HE-LHC:   !c ~3.3 TeV @ 2";  2.1 TeV @ 5". 

Gonzalves et al. PRL arXiv:1710.02149

gg à h* à ZZ à 4 l’s :
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Figure 7: m4` distribution for the SM (black) and Quantum Critical Higgs (red and green)
in the gg ! 4` process at the LHC:

p
s = 14 TeV (left figure) and 27 TeV (center figure).

2� (blue) and 5� (red) bounds on the scale µ at 27 TeV HE-LHC (right figure).

can be cast into the forms

gZZh ⇠ (g
µ⌫
p1 · p2 � p

µ

1p
⌫

2)�ZZh, ��t =

p
2��

✓
⇤

µ

◆��1

, (4.2)

Gh(p) = �
iZh

(µ2 � p2 � i✏)2�� � (µ2 �m
2
h
)2��

, Zh =
2��

(µ2 �m
2
h
)��1

, (4.3)

where �ZZh is a momentum-dependent form factor, with scaling dimension 1  �  1.5,
IR transition scale µ > mh, and ⇤ is the UV cut-off scale. Therefore, the Higgs two-point
function is given by a pole at the Higgs mass mh and a branch cut above the conformal
symmetry breaking scale p

2
> µ

2. The SM predictions can be recovered upon taking the
limit � ! 1.

While the on-shell Higgs measurements are largely insensitive to the scale µ [43], the
presence of this continuum spectrum for p

2
> µ

2 can be probed by the off-shell Higgs
measurement. In Fig. 6 we show the real and imaginary components for the amplitude ratio
between the s-channel QCH Mh,QCH and SM Mh,SM as a function of m4`. (Tao) (The
SM Mh,SM is also complex right? So we should not take the simple ratio of
two complex numbers. I would be happy if you do ReMh,QCH/ReMh,SM and
ImMh,QCH/ImMh,SM .) Although the QCH displays small corrections associated to real
part of the amplitude for m4` < µ

2, the presence of the branch-cut at m4` = µ
2 results into

large contributions above the µ scale. In Fig. 7, we show how these corrections translate
into the the m4` distribution for the gg ! 4` process. (Dorival) We observe relevant
deviations above the branch-cut that can result into relevant bounds for the
HL-LHC and HE-LHC...

– 10 –

B. Bellazzini, C. Csaki, J. Terning et al., arXiv:1511.08218.  

• Large scaling dimension ! makes a weaker dependence of 
the Higgs mass correction on the cutoff " : 
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Figure 6: Real (left) and imaginary (right) components for the amplitude ratio between
the s-channel Quantum Critical Higgs Mh,QCH and SM Mh,SM as a function of m4`. We
present two BSM scenarios µ = 400 GeV (red) and µ = 700 GeV (green), assuming d = 1.3.

the reach in the VBF mode assuming two high-luminosity 14 TeV LHC upper bounds of
BR(h ! invisible) < 20% and 5% at the 2� confidence level [40]. The former corresponds
to a realistic projection of the systematic uncertainties on the background prediction, while
the latter case represents an idealistic limit. We observe that in almost the entire singlet
mass range of interest, mS > mh/2, the off-shell Higgs analysis leads to a better sensitivity
on �S .

4 Quantum Criticality

Inspired by certain condensed matter systems in which a light scalar excitation could occur
by tuning parameters close to a critical value for a second-order phase transition, the authors
of Ref. [10] considered a system with an approximate scale invariance at the critical point.
If the system presents a non-trivial fixed point, then the non-trivial critical exponents
characterized by the scaling dimensions (�) imply possible dramatic changes of the field
properties and could even lead to non-particle description. Practically, beside the light
Higgs boson as an excitation near a critical point, there may be a continuum in the spectrum
associated with the dynamics underlying the quantum phase transition, not far from the
Higgs resonance. An attractive consequence is that the quantum corrections to Higgs boson
mass would have a weaker dependence than the quadratic form on the cutoff scale. For
instance, the top-quark loop contribution would be modified as [10]

�m
4�2�
h

=
3�

2
t

8⇡2
⇤
4�2�

. (4.1)

The same underlying dynamics may lead to observable effects on the Higgs couplings as
well as the propagation. The ZZh coupling, top-Yukawa coupling, and Higgs propagator

– 9 –

Continuum spectral function (un-particle/un-Higgs):

Quantum Critical Higgs: (approx.) conformal invariant
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FIG. 36 The e↵ects of a quantum critical Higgs two point function in the production of on-shell Z-boson pairs, with di↵erent
values of the threshold µ (Bellazzini et al., 2015). (Color online.)

compared with the SM prediction F0 = 0.699. With more data the LHC promises to make a more accurate determi-
nation of this quantity, this process however can only significantly constrain models where the threshold µ is below
the top mass.

The LHC constraints from the production cross-section on a relatively heavy quantum critical Higgs using the
h ! ZZ ! 4` channel are straightforward (Englert et al., 2012b), but for masses below 200 GeV (as needed to
identify the quantum critical Higgs pole with the Higgs-like boson discovered at the LHC), the analysis must be done
by the experimental collaborations. Another search strategy is to look at the interference between the o↵-shell Higgs
process gg ! h ! ZZ ! 4` and the QCD process gg ! ZZ ! 4` with just a top loop in the intermediate state.
As shown in Fig. 36 this can uncover the continuum threshold, but it also provides access to the scaling dimension �
(Bellazzini et al., 2015). Double Higgs production can also yield complimentary information (Bellazzini et al., 2015).

V. CONCLUSIONS

All the models we have considered should have some deviations in the Higgs coupling to SM particles, so the model
independent approach of constraining the couplings of an e↵ective Higgs Lagrangian (section III.C) is a robust method
for attacking all models with non-elementary Higgs bosons. A good deal can be learned from the LHC, but some
kind of Higgs factory is ultimately required. An especially interesting coupling is the Higgs to WW coupling, since
deviations in this coupling imply TeV scale new physics in order to unitarize WW scattering.

In addition di↵erent classes of models have additional signatures that are being searched for. The little Higgs
models (section III.F) need fermionic top partners in order to cancel the one-loop divergence in the Higgs mass. RS
models (section II.C) have KK gluons as well as KK W s, KK Zs, (aka W 0 and Z 0) and KK gravitons. The most
promising LHC search is for the KK gluons, which can be enhanced using a top-tagger. Bulk Higgs models (section
II.E) share these KK gauge bosons but the W and Z resonances need to be much lighter than in RS since they need
to contribute to unitarization. However a thorough W 0 search using WZ scattering would require around 300 fb�1

of luminosity. Some bulk Higgs models can share a feature of certain pseudo-Goldstone boson Higgs models (section
III.F) which is top-partner fermions with exotic electric charges (like +5/3). The quantum critical Higgs scenario
(section IV.E) is starting to be constrained by precision top decay polarization measurements. “Fat” SUSY Higgs
models (section III.H) have the usual superpartners but with an unusual mass spectrum.

The particular searches mentioned above are well-known and bounds have already been presented. In addition to
these there are searches that should be done in the future. The bulk Higgs has a interesting signature in pp ! WH
through an intermediate W 0 which should be looked for. The quantum critical Higgs models can be tested using
the h ! ZZ ! 4` channel. Twin Higgs models (section III.J) can be probed through invisible decays and displaced
vertices. Finally pseudo-Goldstone boson Higgs and dilaton Higgs models can be probed through searching for an
enhanced double Higgs production process.

More than ever Higgs physics is a heuristic compass in the quest for new physics beyond the standard model. The

HL-LHC:   #c ~0.5 TeV @ 2$
HE-LHC:   #c ~1.6 TeV @ 2$;  

0.9 TeV @ 5$.

gg à h* à ZZ à 4 l’s :
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FCC (Future Circular Collider): CERN

S. Su 11

HE-LHC 
27 km, 20T
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80 /100 km, 16/20T 

100 TeV
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CEPC (Circular e+e- Collider)

SppC (Super pp Collider): China

1. QinHuangDao
2. ShaanXi
3. XiongAn
4. ShenZhen & Hong Kong
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FCC-hh / SPPC: New energy frontier 

• Huge Higgs production rates:
• access (very) rare decay modes
•push to %-level Higgs self-coupling measurement
• new opportunities to reduce syst uncertainties (TH & EXP) and push 

precision 

• Large dynamic range for H production (in pT
H, m(H+X) , …):

• new opportunities for reduction of syst uncertainties (TH and EXP)
•different hierarchy of production processes
•develop indirect sensitivity to BSM effects at large Q2 , complementary 

to that emerging from precision studies (eg decay BRs) at Q~mH

• High energy reach
•direct probes of BSM extensions of Higgs sector

• SUSY Higgses
•Higgs decays of heavy resonances
•Higgs probes of the nature of EW phase transition (strong 1st order? 

crossover?)
•…

4

The uniqueness of  
FCC-hh contributions to Higgs physics
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• SUSY Higgses
•Higgs decays of heavy resonances
•Higgs probes of the nature of EW phase transition (strong 1st order? 

crossover?)
•…

4

The uniqueness of  
FCC-hh contributions to Higgs physics

Michelangelo Mangano, June 2018 CERN talk.

Arkani-Hamed, TH et al. Phys Rep. 2016; Mangano et al, CERN Yellow Repts
K. Peters; 
C. Helsens
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arXiv:1606.09408, arXiv:1607.01831, CERN Yellow Repts

process precision on �SM precision on Higgs self-couplings

HH ! bb�� 2% �3 2 [0.97, 1.03]

HH ! bbbb 5% �3 2 [0.9, 1.5]

HH ! bb4` ⇠ 25% �3 2 [⇠ 0.6,⇠ 1.4]

HH ! bb`+`� ⇠ 15% �3 2 [⇠ 0.8,⇠ 1.2]

HH ! bb`+`�� � �

HHH ! bb̄bb̄�� ⇠ 100% �4 2 [⇠ �4,⇠ +16]

Table 26: Expected precision (at 68% CL) on the SM cross section and on the Higgs trilinear coupling. All the
numbers are obtained for an integrated luminosity of 30 ab�1 and do not take into account possible systematic
errors.

differentiate scenarios with a modified trilinear coupling (especially if �3 < 1), since in these cases a
large increase in the cross section is present.

In the following we will present a few analyses focused on the most important multi-Higgs pro-
duction channels. Here we summarize the main results. In particular, the expected precisions on the
extraction of the SM signal cross section and the Higgs self-couplings are listed in Table 26.

Due to the sizable cross section, the gluon-fusion mode lends itself to the exploitation of several
final states. As at the 14 TeV LHC, the bb̄�� final state remains the “golden” channel, since it retains
a significant signal rate and allows one to efficiently keep the backgrounds under control. From this
channel a precision of the order of 1 � 2% is expected on the SM signal cross section, while the Higgs
trilinear coupling could be determined with a precision of order 2 � 3%. These numbers have to be
compared with the precision expected at a possible future high-energy lepton collider, at which the
Higgs trlinear coupling is expected to be measurable with a precision ⇠ 28% for a COM energy ⇠
1 TeV and 1 ab�1 integrated luminosity [170]. A precision around 12% is only achievable with a 3 TeV
collider and 2 ab�1 integrated luminosity [171, 172]. Other final states, namely bb̄bb̄ and final states
containing leptons, can also lead to a measurement of the SM signal, although in these cases the expected
significance is lower than in the bb̄�� channel.

Finally, the Higgs quartic self-coupling can be probed through the triple Higgs production channel.
In this case the most promising final state seems to be bb̄bb̄��, whose cross section is however small. This
channel could allow an order-one determination of the SM production rate and could constrain the quartic
coupling in the range �4 2 [⇠ �4,⇠ +16].

3.1 Double Higgs production from gluon fusion
We start the presentation of the analyses of the various Higgs pair production channels by considering
the gluon-fusion process, which, as we saw, provides the dominant contribution to the total rate. At
100 TeV, the gluon fusion cross section computed at NNLL (matched to NNLO) accuracy is 1750 fb [1].
At present, this result is affected by a significant uncertainty (of the order of 10%) due to the fact that the
NLO and NNLO contributions are only known in the infinite top mass limit. A discussion of the current
status of the computations and of the sources of uncertainties will be provided in Subsection 3.1.1.

In the SM the gluon fusion process receives contributions from two types of diagrams (see Fig. 60).
The box-type diagrams, which depend on the top Yukawa couplings, and the triangle-type one, which
in addition to the top Yukawa also includes the trilinear Higgs self-interaction. In the SM a partial
cancellation between these two kinds of diagrams is present, which leads to a ⇠ 50% suppression of the
total cross section. The behavior of the box and the triangle diagrams at high

p
ŝ = mhh � mt,mh is

76

SM Higgs: event rates at 100 TeV

3

N100 = σ100 TeV × 30 ab–1

N14 = σ14 TeV × 3 ab–1

gg→H VBF WH ZH ttH HH

N100 24 x 
109

2.1 x 
109

4.6 x 
108

3.3 x 
108

9.6 x 
108

3.6 x 
107

N100/N14 180 170 100 110 530 390

100 TeV @ 30 ab-1

~5%@2!
Sufficient to
address the
EW phase
transition

K. Peters; 
C. Helsens
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An exciting journey ahead! 

- While searches for Higgs’ “relatives & siblings”
will continue, reaching multi-TeV territory,
the precision Higgs coupling measurements will 
be crucial to answer fundamental questions.

- Anticipated precisions for Higgs physics, 
sensitive to BSM physics
LHC leads the way: gi ~10%;  λHHH ~ 50%; Brinv.~ 5%
FCC-ee/CEPC:  gi < 1%; Brinv ~0.3%; Γtot < 6%
FCC-hh/SppC:  λHHH ~ 5%; Brinv ~5%; reaching multi-TeV!

- With ~ 50 year’s un-interrupted success of HEP 
program world-wide, the field remains vibrant, 
with a rich collider program ahead.

Summary
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Backup slides …
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Patrick Janot 

Lepton	collider	overview	
q  Six	different	lepton	colliders	cover	the	240-380	GeV	range	(some	partially)	

◆  Significant	differences	in	luminosity,	access	to	the	energy	frontier,	infrastructure,	…		

1 June 2018 
Higgs properties @ Circular Lepton Colliders 

2 

					20	TeV	
�	

	�︎									�︎	
HZ			&		WW	�	H	
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Recoil mass: Model-independent measurement

arXiv:1710.07621, LCC, Fujii et al.

Figure 4: (left) recoil mass spectrum against Z ! µ+µ� for signal e+e� ! Zh and SM
background at 250 GeV [26]; (right) missing mass spectrum for the signal e+e� ! ⌫⌫h, h !
bb and the SM background at 250 GeV [27,28].

All the other couplings (A) or partial decay widths (�AA), e.g. A = b, c, g, ⌧, µ, �,
are then determined as

2
A
/ �AA = �h · BRAA. (10)

As seen above, BRZZ is only measured to 6.7%, so if only the first half of (8) is used,
all Higgs boson couplings (except Z) would have an uncertainty greater than 3%.
BRWW is 10 times larger than BRZZ and so can be measured much more precisely.
For this reason, it is well recognized that in the  formalism the measurement of the
WW fusion cross section �⌫⌫h along with BRWW (using the second half of (8)) is
crucial for measurement of �h and of all A with A 6= Z. The expected precisions
for Higgs boson couplings in the  formalism are given in Table 1. We see that,
at

p
s = 250 GeV, Z is determined very precisely, with accuracy of 0.38%, but

most other A are determined to no better than ⇠ 2% (limited by �⌫⌫h and BRZZ

measurements). An exception is �, which is helped significantly by the fact that the
fit makes use of the expected measurement of BRZZ/BR�� at the HL-LHC.

4.3 Expected precisions for Higgs boson couplings in the EFT formalism

In the EFT formalism, Higgs-Z interaction consists of two distinct Lorentz struc-
tures, shown in (4). As explained in the previous section, (9) is violated by the ⇣Z
terms. Thus, the  formalism is not model-independent, and it is not as general as
the EFT formalism.

However, the EFT formalism allows Higgs boson couplings to be extracted via
a much larger global fit. This fit includes not only the basic observables above but
also additional observables of the reaction e+e� ! Zh, as well as observables of
electroweak precision physics and e+e� ! W+W�. These latter measurements can

15

m2
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Figure 5: Illustration of the Higgs boson coupling uncertainties from fits in the EFT formal-
ism, as presented in Table 1, and comparison of these projections to the results of model-
dependent estimates for HL-LHC uncertainties presented by the ATLAS collaboration [24].
Earlier projections for HL-LHC are summarized in [29].

17
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LHeC:  Synergic contributions 

Jorge de Blas’s talk, FCC Week April

SM	Higgs	Physics	Prospects:	pp+ep+ee		

0	

1	

2	

3	

4	

bb	 WW	 ZZ	 gg	 ττ	 cc	

LHeC	

ILC	

ILC+LHeC	

ee+ep+pp	
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25	

γγ	 Zγ	 μμ	 tt	

HL	LHC	

LHeC	

ILC	

ee+ep+pp	

				Rare	SM	H	decays	
à	HL	LHC	area	≤	1%	from	ee	and	ep	combination.	

	

Note	WW	&	ZZ	synergy.		Γtot	in	ee	

	

Little	influence	of	HL	LHC	on	dominant	channels	

	

SM	rare		Higgs	decays	are	for	the	pp	collider		à	

Huge	potential	for	exploring	Higgs	
at	percent	accuracy	with	pp+ep+ee	

in	the	about	20	years	ahead.	
	

Striking	example	for	pp+ep+ee		
synergy	at	TeV	scale.	

Kappa	framework	analysis	by	J.	De	Blas,	prel.:	Input:		
pp:	3	ab-1	ATLAS’14	w/o	thy	unc.–		update:	HL	LHC	WS	..	

ep:	1ab-1,	LHeC	Study	Group,	U.Klein	et	al.,		prel.,	

ee:	2	ab-1	ILC250	signal	strength	1708.08912	

δκ/%	

δκ/%	

Most	abundant	SM	Higgs	decays	

preliminary	

preliminary	

Jorge de Blas 
INFN - University of Padova

FCC Week 2018 
Amsterdam, April 11, 2018

Higgs precision observables at FCC ee and eh

• Fit to modified Higgs couplings (assuming no extra invisible decays)  

Cross Theory uncertainty

Section (Intrinsic+Param.)

�(e+
e
�
! ZH) . 0.4%

�(e+
e
�
! ⌫n̄uH) ⇠ 1%

Table 18: Projected intrinsic and parametric uncertainties for the partial and total Higgs-boson
decay width predictions.

FCC-ee
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.58%
t �

⌧ 0.78%
c 1.05%
µ 9.6%
Z 0.16%
W 0.41%
g 1.23%
� 2.18%
Z� �

Table 19: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee).

HLLHC (ATLAS)
Coupling Relative precision

b 10.4%
t 7.6%
⌧ 0.78%
c �

µ 7.4%
Z 3.7%
W 4.2%
g 5.2%
� 4.3%
Z� 15%

Table 20: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (HLLHC ATLAS).

HLLHC + FCC-ee
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.55%
t 5.19%
⌧ 0.76%
c 1.03%
µ 5.20%
Z 0.16%
W 0.40%
g 1.03%
� 1.41%
Z� 14.2%

Table 21: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee + HLLHC [ATLAS]).

13

FCC-eh
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.74%
t �

⌧ 1.10%
c 1.35%
µ �

Z 0.43%
W 0.26%
g 1.17%
� 2.35%
Z� �

Table 22: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee).

HLLHC + FCC-eh
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.69%
t 5.27%
⌧ 1.06%
c 1.33%
µ 6.25%
Z 0.41%
W 0.25%
g 1.02%
� 1.44%
Z� 14.26%

Table 23: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-eh + HLLHC).

FCC-ee/FCC-eh
Coupling Relative precision

b 1.1%
t 1.1%
⌧ 1.1%
c 1.1%
µ 1.1%
Z 1.1%
W 1.1%
g 1.1%
� 1.1%
Z� 1.1%

Table 24: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee/eh). FILL?

14

Cross Theory uncertainty

Section (Intrinsic+Param.)

�(e+e�
! ZH) . 0.4%

�(e+e�
! ⌫n̄uH) ⇠ 1%

Table 18: Projected intrinsic and parametric uncertainties for the partial and total Higgs-boson
decay width predictions.

FCC-ee
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.58%
t �

⌧ 0.78%
c 1.05%
µ 9.6%
Z 0.16%
W 0.41%
g 1.23%
� 2.18%
Z� �

Table 19: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee).

HLLHC (ATLAS)
Coupling Relative precision

b 10.4%
t 7.6%
⌧ 9.43%
c �

µ 7.4%
Z 3.7%
W 4.2%
g 5.2%
� 4.3%
Z� 15%

Table 20: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (HLLHC ATLAS).

HLLHC + FCC-ee
Coupling Relative precision

b 0.55%
t 5.19%
⌧ 0.76%
c 1.03%
µ 5.20%
Z 0.16%
W 0.40%
g 1.03%
� 1.41%
Z� 14.2%

Table 21: Expected sensitivities to SM-like couplings (FCC-ee + HLLHC [ATLAS]).
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Using HLLHC Results (Only 1 Experiment) to fill the gaps

i ⌘ ghi/g
SM
hi

See U. Klein’s talk.
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CLIC Improvements:

arXiv:1608.07538, H. Abramowicz et al.
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Fig. 3: Cross section as a function of centre-of-mass energy
for the main Higgs production processes at an e+e� collider
for a Higgs mass of mH = 126GeV. The values shown cor-
respond to unpolarised beams and do not include the effect
of beamstrahlung.

sections and integrated luminosities for the three stages are
summarised in Table 1.

3 Overview of Higgs Production at CLIC

A high-energy e+e� collider such as CLIC provides an ex-
perimental environment that allows the study of Higgs bo-
son properties with high precision. The evolution of the leading-
order e+e� Higgs production cross sections with centre-of-
mass energy, as computed using the WHIZARD 1.95 [20]
program, is shown in Figure 3 for a Higgs boson mass of
126GeV [21].

The Feynman diagrams for the three highest cross section
Higgs production processes at CLIC are shown in Figure 4.
At

p
s⇡ 350GeV, the Higgsstrahlung process (e+e�!ZH)

has the largest cross section, but the WW-fusion process
(e+e� ! Hnene ) is also significant. The combined study
of these two processes probes the Higgs boson properties
(width and branching ratios) in a model-independent man-
ner. In the higher energy stages of CLIC operation (

p
s =

1.4TeV and 3TeV), Higgs production is dominated by the
WW-fusion process, with the ZZ-fusion process (e+e� !
He+e�) also becoming significant. Here the increased WW-
fusion cross section, combined with the high luminosity of

measurements of top quark properties as a probe for BSM physics, and
the next stage at 1.5 TeV, has recently been adopted and will be used
for future studies [19].

CLIC, results in large data samples, allowing precise O(1%)
measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson to both
fermions and gauge bosons. In addition to the main Higgs
production channels, rarer processes such as e+e� ! ttH
and e+e� ! HHnene , provide access to the top Yukawa
coupling and the Higgs trilinear self-coupling. Feynman dia-
grams for these processes are shown in Figure 5. In all cases,
the Higgs production cross sections can be increased with
polarised electron (and positron) beams as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.
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Fig. 4: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the highest
cross section Higgs production processes at CLIC; Hig-
gsstrahlung (a), WW-fusion (b) and ZZ-fusion (c).
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Fig. 5: Feynman diagrams of the leading-order processes at
CLIC involving (a) the top Yukawa coupling gHtt , and (b)
the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling l .

Table 1 lists the expected numbers of ZH, Hnene and He+e�

events for the three main CLIC centre-of-mass energy stages.
These numbers account for the effect of beamstrahlung and
initial state radiation (ISR), which result in a tail in the dis-
tribution of the effective centre-of-mass energy

p
s0. The im-

pact of beamstrahlung on the expected numbers of events is
mostly small. For example, it results in an approximately
10% reduction in the numbers of Hnene events at

p
s >

5

while for specific final states such as e+e� ! ZH; H ! bb
and e+e� ! Hnene ; H ! bb:

CZH,H!bb =
k2

HZZk2
Hbb⇣

GH,md/G SM
H

⌘

and:

CHne ne ,H!bb =
k2

HWWk2
Hbb⇣

GH,md/G SM
H

⌘ ,

respectively.

Since at the first energy stage of CLIC no significant mea-
surements of the H ! µ+µ�, H ! g g and H ! Zg decays
are possible, the fit is reduced to six free parameters (the
coupling to top is also not constrained, but this is without
effect on the total width) by setting H ! µ+µ�, H ! g g and
H ! Zg to zero. These branching ratios are much smaller
than the derived uncertainty on the total width.

Two versions of the model-dependent fit are performed, one
ignoring theoretical uncertainties to illustrate the full poten-
tial of the constrained fit, and one taking the present theoreti-
cal uncertainties of the branching fractions into account [22].
To avoid systematic biases in the fit results, the uncertain-
ties are symmetrised, preserving the overall size of the un-
certainties. Theoretical uncertainties on the production are
assumed to be substantially smaller than in the decay, and
are ignored in the present study. Depending on the concrete
Higgs decay, multiple measurements may enter in the fit,
originating from different centre-of-mass energies, differ-
ent production channels or different signal final states. To
account for this, the theoretical uncertainties are treated as
fully correlated for each given Higgs decay.

As in the model-independent case the fit is performed in
three stages, taking the statistical errors of CLIC at the three
considered energy stages (350GeV, 1.4TeV, 3TeV) succes-
sively into account. Each new stage also includes all mea-
surements of the previous stages. The total width is not a
free parameter of the fit. Instead, its uncertainty, based on
the assumption given in Equation 1, is calculated from the
fit results, taking the full correlation of all parameters into
account. Table 33 summarises the results of the fit without
taking theoretical uncertainties into account, and Figure 28
illustrates the evolution of the precision over the full CLIC
programme. Table 34 summarises the results of the model-
dependent fit with theoretical uncertainties of the branching
fractions.

12.3 Discussion of Fit Results

The full Higgs physics programme of CLIC, interpreted with
a combined fit of the couplings to fermions and gauge bosons

Parameter Relative precision

350GeV + 1.4TeV + 3TeV
500fb�1 + 1.5ab�1 + 2ab�1

kHZZ 0.6 % 0.4 % 0.3 %
kHWW 1.1 % 0.2 % 0.1 %
kHbb 1.8 % 0.4 % 0.2 %
kHcc 5.8 % 2.1 % 1.7 %
kHtt 3.9 % 1.5 % 1.1 %
kHµµ � 14.1 % 7.8 %
kHtt � 4.1 % 4.1 %
kHgg 3.0 % 1.5 % 1.1 %
kHg g � 5.6 % 3.1 %
kHZg � 15.6 % 9.1 %

GH,md, derived 1.4 % 0.4 % 0.3 %

Table 33: Results of the model-dependent fit without the-
oretical uncertainties. Values marked "�" can not be mea-
sured with sufficient precision at the given energy. For gHtt ,
the 3TeV case has not yet been studied, but is not expected
to result in substantial improvement due to the significantly
reduced cross section at high energy. The uncertainty of the
total width is calculated from the fit results following Equa-
tion 1, taking the parameter correlations into account. Op-
eration with �80% electron beam polarisation is assumed
above 1 TeV.
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Fig. 28: Illustration of the precision of the Higgs couplings
of the three-stage CLIC programme determined in a model-
dependent fit without systematic or theoretical uncertainties.
The dotted lines show the relative precisions of 0.5 % and
2.5 %.
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WW/ZZ fusion dominates
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Self-coupling summary:

10%-20%
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Patrick Janot 

Scan	of	the	Higgs	resonance	(2)	
q  First,	need	to	find	the	resonance	(ΓH	=	4.2	MeV	~	δ√s)		

◆  Today,	mH	is	known	to	±250	MeV	with	gg	→	H	→	γγ,	ZZ	at	LHC	
●  Will	improve	to	±100	MeV	with	full	stat	

◆  Scan	the	√s	region	of	interest	(±300	MeV	)	in	optimal	bins	of	4.2	MeV	
●  Count	the	number	of	bb	and	semi-leptonic	WW	events	(see	next	slides)		

◆  About	4	pb-1	/	point	required	for	a	5σ	significance	

◆  Total	luminosity	needed	for	5σ		
●  Up	to	150	points	in	±300	MeV		

➨  Up	to	600	pb-1				
●  ~	1.5	yr	at	4×1031	cm-2s-1		

➨  Used	for	commissioning	
	

◆  Can	also	be	shorter	
●  Either	with	some	luck	
●  Or	after	an	e+e-	collider	

➨  mH	known	to	10-20	MeV	

1 June 2018 
Higgs properties @ Circular Lepton Colliders 
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FIG. 2: Number of events of the Higgs signal plus backgrounds and statistical errors expected for cases A and B as a function
of the collider energy

p
s in bb̄ and WW ⇤ final states with a SM Higgs mh = 126 GeV and �h = 4.21 MeV.

�h = 4.21 MeV Lstep (fb�1) ��h (MeV) �B �mh (MeV)

0.005 0.73 6.5% 0.25

R = 0.01% 0.025 0.35 3.0% 0.12

0.2 0.17 1.1% 0.06

0.01 0.30 4.4% 0.12

R = 0.003% 0.05 0.15 2.0% 0.06

0.2 0.08 1.0% 0.03

TABLE II: Fitting accuracies for one standard deviation of �h, B, and mh of the SM Higgs with the scanning scheme as
specified in Eq. (3.3) for three representative luminosities per step. Results with the default luminosities for cases A and B
described in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are in boldface.

larger than that of the SM value, �h = 42 MeV. We shall consider scenarios in which the signal at the LHC of this
particle (assuming a SM Higgs) would be unchanged.
In Fig. 4, we present the similar analyses as in Fig. 2 for a broader Higgs. There are two features of this figure

compared to the SM Higgs in Fig. 2. First, the increase of Higgs width requires a broader scan range to reconstruct
the Breit-Wigner resonant distribution. We choose to scan the same number of 20 scan steps with a step size of
10 MeV, while keeping the same total integrated luminosity. It is seen from the figure that the physical line shape
of the Higgs boson is essentially mapped out by the scanning. Second, since the signal rate at the LHC is governed
by partial widths to initial (i) and final (f) states / �i�f/�h, the rate could be kept the same when increasing the
Higgs total width by a factor  while scaling the partial widths up by a factor of

p
. This would correspondingly
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FIG. 3: Fitted values and errors for the SM Higgs width versus the luminosity per step with the scanning scheme as specified
in Eq. (3.3).
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Towards	FCC-µµ	?	(2)	
q  Recently	revived	approach	to	muon	collider	:	LEMMA	

◆  Produce	low	emittance	muon	beams	with	e+e-	→	µ+µ- at	production	threshold	

◆  The	threshold	e+	energy	for	µ+µ- production	on	a	thin	target	(e-)	is	…	43.7	GeV	!	

●  Can	use	the	FCC-ee/LEP3	e+	ring	/	booster	as	internal	accumulation	and	target	ring	

➨  Requires	an	e+	source		at	least	20	times	more	intense	than	FCC-ee	/	CLIC	

Intense	e+	source	and	polarized	e-	target	feasibility	to	be	demonstrated	

●  All	muons	are	produced	with	~	the	same	energy,	in	the	same	direction	

➨  No	longitudinal	muon	cooling	needed	at	high	√s	(ΔE/E	~	0.07%	at	√s	=	6	TeV)	

➨  Unfortunately	not	better	suited	for	a	125	GeV	Higgs	factory	(ΔE/E	~	3%)	

Would	still	require	a	three-order	of	magnitude	longitudinal	cooling	

●  Transverse	emittance	500	×	smaller	than	with	protons	on	target	+	cooling	(MAP)	

➨  Two	orders	of	magnitude	less	muons	needed	for	same	luminosity	as	MAP	

Lower	background	from	e±	in	the	detector	(from	muon	decays)	

Lower	radiation	hazard	from	neutrino	interactions	at	the	surface	

➨  MAP	was	limited	to	√s	=	4	TeV	to	cope	with	regulations	on	CERN	site	

1 June 2018 
Higgs properties @ Circular Lepton Colliders 
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LEMMA	could	go	to	√s	>	20	TeV	(in	the	FCC	or	LEP	tunnel)	
within	the	same	regulations	

Patrick Janot 

Towards	FCC-µµ	?	(1)		
q  Recently	revived	approach	to	muon	collider	:	LEMMA	

◆  MAP	

◆  LEMMA	

1 June 2018 
Higgs properties @ Circular Lepton Colliders 
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Revisit theoretical calculations:
• QED correction to Yukawa: O(yf

2!)
• EW correction to top-Yukawa: O(yt

2!3)
• EW correction: O(!4)

Re-evaluate the LHC search:

Propose the LHC search for 

New LHC study for 

h ! µ+µ��, e+e��.

h ! ⌧+⌧��.

h ! c c̄ �.

h

f

f̄

(a) (b) (c)

h

f

γ

f̄

(d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams of h → f f̄ and its EW radiative corrections

up to O(y2fα).

light fermion pair are usually very difficult to observe because of the suppression by the

small Yukawa couplings. For instance, the branching fraction of h → e+e− is O(10−8),

and thus hopeless to detect this decay channel at colliders. In this paper, we study other

rare decay channels: the Higgs radiative decay to a fermion pair h → f f̄γ. Firstly, this

decay channel receives contribution that is proportional to the Higgs-fermion interaction

strength, which may provide a complementary way to measure certain Yukawa couplings.

Secondly, as it also receives contributions from electroweak (EW) one-loop diagrams [7],

this channel is not necessarily governed by the Yukawa coupling for light fermions, leading

to violation of the Yukawa scaling. Due to this enhancement, the Higgs transitions to

light fermions may be observable via the radiative decays despite the smallness of fermion

masses. The searches for those Higgs decays are not only to test the consistency of the SM,

but also to seek for potential new physics in either the Yukawa or the electroweak sector

[8–11]. In the due course, we argue that the quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections

and their effects on the fermion running mass should be taken into account as far as the

precision Higgs physics is concerned.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the full one-loop electroweak

corrections to the decay h → f f̄ in Sec. 2 and show the kinematical features by some

differential distributions. We then discuss the observability of the leptonic channels at the

LHC in Sec. 3. We finally study the difficult channel h → cc̄γ in Sec. 4. We summarize

our results in Sec. 5.
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Figure 2: Representative Feynman diagrams of h → f f̄γ with electroweak one-loop.

We will call them collectively the “EW+γ” contributions, distinctive from the chirality-

flipping Yukawa corrections in Sec. 2.1. The interference between the QED radiation in

Fig. 1d and the EW+γ processes in Fig. 2 is suppressed by mf/MW , as they have different

chiral structures for the final state fermions. The EW+γ loops are UV-finite so that there is

no need for renormalization, as pointed out in Ref. [22]. In the massless limit mf → 0, the

diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b diverge as the invariant mass of the fermion pair approaches

the photon pole Mff̄ → 0. Therefore, a finite fermion mass needs to be kept so that

M2
ff̄

> 4m2
f , to regularize the divergent behavior.

We perform the calculation in the Feynman gauge. As a cross check, the analytic

results have been calculated and given in [7], where a non-linear Rξ gauge was used. All

the diagrams are generated by FeynArts [23], and FeynCalc [24] is used to simplify the

amplitudes further. The numerical evaluation of all Passarino-Veltman loop integrals [25]

are performed by LoopTools [26]. And we use Vegas [27] as the phase space integrator.

2.3 Partial decay widths

The Yukawa corrections as in Figs. 1b−1g are of the order y2fα, governed by the Yukawa

couplings, while the EW+γ loops in Figs. 2a, 2f−2h, are of the order y2tα
3, and the order

of α4 for Figs. 2b−2e. We present our results for these two decay mechanisms in Table

2. The first column shows the NLO EW corrections to the Yukawa interactions as given

in Eq. (2.5). The inclusive corrections are small and negative. The second column gives

the one-loop EW+γ contributions at the order of y2tα
3 and the order of α4, including their

interference. The dominant EW+γ contributions are from diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b,

featured by γ∗, Z → f f̄ . The rest of the diagrams is sub-leading and contributing about

a few percent. As seen, those contributions from EW+γ loops are essentially independent

of the light fermion masses and thus independent of the Yukawa couplings. The moderate

dependence on the mass is due to the kinematical enhancement from the photon splitting

near Mff̄ ∼ 2mf . In comparison with these two decay mechanisms of the Yukawa cor-
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Figure 2: Representative Feynman diagrams of h → f f̄γ with electroweak one-loop.

We will call them collectively the “EW+γ” contributions, distinctive from the chirality-

flipping Yukawa corrections in Sec. 2.1. The interference between the QED radiation in

Fig. 1d and the EW+γ processes in Fig. 2 is suppressed by mf/MW , as they have different

chiral structures for the final state fermions. The EW+γ loops are UV-finite so that there is

no need for renormalization, as pointed out in Ref. [22]. In the massless limit mf → 0, the

diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b diverge as the invariant mass of the fermion pair approaches

the photon pole Mff̄ → 0. Therefore, a finite fermion mass needs to be kept so that

M2
ff̄

> 4m2
f , to regularize the divergent behavior.

We perform the calculation in the Feynman gauge. As a cross check, the analytic

results have been calculated and given in [7], where a non-linear Rξ gauge was used. All

the diagrams are generated by FeynArts [23], and FeynCalc [24] is used to simplify the

amplitudes further. The numerical evaluation of all Passarino-Veltman loop integrals [25]

are performed by LoopTools [26]. And we use Vegas [27] as the phase space integrator.

2.3 Partial decay widths

The Yukawa corrections as in Figs. 1b−1g are of the order y2fα, governed by the Yukawa

couplings, while the EW+γ loops in Figs. 2a, 2f−2h, are of the order y2tα
3, and the order

of α4 for Figs. 2b−2e. We present our results for these two decay mechanisms in Table

2. The first column shows the NLO EW corrections to the Yukawa interactions as given

in Eq. (2.5). The inclusive corrections are small and negative. The second column gives

the one-loop EW+γ contributions at the order of y2tα
3 and the order of α4, including their

interference. The dominant EW+γ contributions are from diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b,

featured by γ∗, Z → f f̄ . The rest of the diagrams is sub-leading and contributing about

a few percent. As seen, those contributions from EW+γ loops are essentially independent

of the light fermion masses and thus independent of the Yukawa couplings. The moderate

dependence on the mass is due to the kinematical enhancement from the photon splitting

near Mff̄ ∼ 2mf . In comparison with these two decay mechanisms of the Yukawa cor-
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Channel Signal Background Statistical Significance

[fb] [fb] with 0.3 (3) ab−1 luminosity

pp → γ∗γ → µ+µ−γ 0.69 23.5 2.47 (7.79)

60 < Eγ < 63 GeV 0.69 14.6 3.13 (9.89)

pTγ > 55 GeV 0.46 11.8 2.32 (7.33)

pp → γ∗γ → e+e−γ 1.06 27.0 3.53 (11.2)

60 < Eγ < 63 GeV 1.06 17.0 4.45 (14.1)

pTγ > 55 GeV 0.79 17.6 3.26 (10.3)

pp → Zγ → µ+µ−γ 1.40 214 1.66 (5.24)

27 < Eγ < 33 GeV 1.10 121 1.73 (5.48)

pTγ > 25 GeV 0.91 95.9 1.61 (5.09)

pp → Zγ → e+e−γ 1.38 224 1.60 (5.05)

27 < Eγ < 33 GeV 1.13 126 1.74 (5.51)

pTγ > 25 GeV 0.91 100 1.58 (4.98)

Table 3: The cross sections of signals and backgrounds, and the statistical significances

of pp → V γ → ℓ+ℓ−γ, V = Z, γ∗.

factor of two, reaching a 1% level. This would help to keep potential systematic errors in

better control. Unlike the γ-pole feature discussed above, there is no appreciable difference

between e+e− and µ+µ− channels. One would be able to reach a 1.7σ/5.5σ sensitivity at

the LHC with an integrated luminosity 0.3 ab−1/3 ab−1. Although weaker signals than the

γ∗γ channels above, these will significantly improve the overall observability for h → ℓ+ℓ−γ

if the analyses can be combined.

3.3 h → J/ψ γ → ℓ+ℓ−γ

With respect to another similar final state from the Higgs boson decay, a comparative

remark is in order. It has been pointed out that the Higgs rare decay to a photon associated

with a heavy vector meson J/ψ may provide the direct access to the charm-Yukawa coupling

via the clean leptonic decay channels [41]. The branching fraction in the SM is predicted

[42–44] to be

BRSM(h → J/ψ γ) = 2.79×10−6 and BRSM(h → J/ψ γ → µ+µ−γ) = 2.3×10−7, (3.12)

which is very small. Furthermore, the “direct contribution” involving the charm-Yukawa

coupling is much smaller than that from the “indirect contribution” via γ∗ → J/ψ [42],
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Results for gg ! h ! µ+µ��, h ! e+e�� :

ATLAS/CMS
expectation

for direct decay:
h ! µ+µ�

the signal kinematical features. One of striking features is the mono-chromatic nature of

the photon as given in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). We thus propose to tighten the Higgs mass

cut in Eq. (3.1) as much as experimentally feasible, then boost the system to the Higgs

boson rest frame, and impose the following cuts

60 < Eγ < 63 GeV in the rest frame of ℓℓγ, (3.5)

Another alternative option is to tighten the transverse momentum cut on the photon,

pγT > 55 GeV. (3.6)

The comparison of different cuts are demonstrated in Table 3, where the cross sections

of signals and backgrounds, as well as the statistical significances are listed. Due to the

stronger enhancement near the photon pole γ∗ → e+e−, one would be able to reach a

4.5σ/14σ sensitivity for the channel h → e+e−γ at the LHC with an integrated luminosity

0.3 ab−1/3 ab−1, and a 3.1σ/9.9σ for the channel h → µ+µ−γ. It is interesting to compare

our results for the radiative decay h → µ+µ−γ with the ATLAS projection [39] for the

direct decay h → µ+µ− with the sensitivity reach of 2.3σ/7.0σ for 0.3 ab−1/3 ab−1. Similar

results have also been obtained by the CMS collaboration [40].

3.2 h → Zγ → ℓ+ℓ−γ

To select the signal events near the Z-pole from the Higgs decay and effectively suppress

the backgrounds, we first follow the CMS analysis [33] and require the invariant masses of

the final state particles to be

Mℓℓ > 50 GeV, 120 GeV < Mℓℓγ < 130 GeV. (3.7)

The leading (sub-leading) lepton must satisfy the acceptance of the transverse momentum

and pseudo-rapidity

pℓT > 20 (10) GeV, |ηµ| < 2.5, |ηe| < 2.4. (3.8)

The photon must satisfy the following acceptance and be well-separated from leptons3

pγT > 15 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.5, ∆Rγℓ > 0.4. (3.9)

Similarily to the h → γ∗γ → ℓ+ℓ−γ study, we again propose to tighten the energy and

momentum cuts

27 <Eγ < 33 GeV in the rest frame of ℓℓγ, (3.10)

pγT > 25 GeV, (3.11)

as listed in Table 3. Although the tight cuts do not improve the statistical significance

significantly for these channels, the signal-to-background ratios are improved by about a

3We also impose 1.44 < |η| < 1.57 to simulate the CMS barrel-end cap transition region. Additional

cuts from CMS pγT > (15/110)Mℓℓγ and Mℓℓγ +Mℓℓ > 185 GeV have been also adopted.
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